"THE ENGINEER" TO BE AT HOUSTON CLUB SATURDAY

Pat Quinn Will Play For Annual Dance of Engineering Society

Houston Club to Be Scene of First Semi-Formal of Rice Season; Reid and Shannon Return to Quinan Orchestra

With an unimpeachable orchestra, including 18 members, featuring three surprise vocalists, Pat Quinn will lead the Quinan Orchestra. The dance, given partly by the Engineering Society, will be held at the Rice Club on Tuesday, November 15.

Newsmakers

Joel D. Mattick, one of the first 145 students to be graduated from Rice, who has a degree in mechanical engineering and who is now professor of mechanical engineering and head of the Engineering Department at the University of South Carolina, will be in Houston Club on November 16. He will deliver a talk on "The Engineer in Society."
Editor's Note

Dear Sir:

I much want you to perform some routine tasks and not fry my noggin. I think in order to get an early start, you should have someone look after a Flash Gordon SPOOK CLUB. Of course then in the SALLY CLUB hall is a purely selective organization with everyone making the grade.

There comes a time to every man, some day there will be no more morning coffee. And then there's no more sugar. And then there's no more morning coffee again.

Yours sincerely.

J. C. Martin
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I CAN'T WAIT UNTIL THEY SEE YOUR NEW...

WE'RE DANCING EVERY NIGHT!

Carlos, Molina

and His Orchestra

Spanish Dinner Room
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"FASHIONETTE"

Evening Slippers for the "ENGINEER"

(3rd Floor)

"FLAT" SANDAL, especially favored among ladies across, beautifully styled in the important "Show Kru" designs in Silver Kid, Rhinestones, Tahiti.

Also in White, Whitehead Suits with Silver Kid and Rhinestones. $5.95

OTHER 3rd FLOOR

SUITING DANCE

priced from $5 to $35.

Krupp & Tuftly's Inc.

300 Doi Main Aq Walken 4660

KRUPP & TUFTLY'S

"Fashionette" - Evening Slippers for the "Engineer"

Friday, November 12, 1936

Editor's Notes

I have followed with great interest the comments you put on each newspaper selection which have appeared in the "B. C. A. Evening Spirit" section for the past few years. As such, I would like you to give some consideration to the following points:

First, the selection of newspapers should be based on their quality, content, and relevance to the readers.

Second, it is important to ensure that the selection process is transparent and unbiased.

Third, the selection should be based on the readers' preferences and feedbacks.

I look forward to your response.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
SAXET ICE CREAM
2118 Center
Anderson & Co.

In Football, it's the
RICE OWLS
in both color, it's...

Hebert's Barber & Beauty Shops
1717 Bissonnett 3512 South Shepherd

COFFEE!
steaming, piping hot at
oatly house canteen
just across main from rice...
The Engineers Ball Saturday night opens the season of formals at Rice. A formal, of course, quite essential in the fall's enjoyment of social occasions ... which, in turn, are necessary to the well-rounded college life. We feature fashions for the college men ... offering a very splendid value, with all the newest style features, at $29.50.
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